SNIPER GAME PROFILE
DEVELOPMENT
The basic idea for the game, Sniper!, came to
designer Jim Dunnigan in 1969 when he was
working on Tactical Game 3, the predecessor
to PanzerBlitz. He tried out Tac 3 at various
ievels - at the squad level, and the individual
man and tank level - before settling on the
platoon-company level. For a long time after
that, he did not realize that a man-to-man
game would be popular enough to be worth
doing. He was even surprised at the
phenomenal sales of Tac 3 and PanzerBlitz.
Then, in 1972, an outside designer sent SPI a
game called "Gunfight at the O.K. Corral"
to consider for publication. Some of the
people at SPI pressed for its acceptance.
But, just at that time, Dunnigan was turning
SPI toward a policy of not doing outside
games. And the readers showed little
enthusiasm in the feedback for western
games. Anyway, Dunnigan argued, we can
do something like this better ourselves when
we get around to it.
So Dunnigan started thinking seriously about
the problems of simulating man-to-man
combat. At first, the new game was to be
called "House-to-house fighting in Stalingrad ...", but as the research progressed, it
became obvious that for a little more effort a
more all-inclusive game could be developed.
There had been house-to-house combat
almost everywhere in World War II and the
scale of the game would show only a few
blocks that could be anywhere, so the game
turned into a game on the whole European
war.
The designer used three main sources for the
information that went into the Sniper! rules.
The first and most important was his
observation and experience as a peacetime
soldier in the U.S. Army and his general
reading for the last ten years. (Dunnigan
reads continually and omniverously during
his waking hours.) The other sources were
two books that he read especially for the
occasion: Modern War in Miniature (1966),
by Michael F. Korns, and the Combat in
Cities Report, published by the United
States Army Infantry School at Fort
Benning, Georgia, in 1972. Korn's book
contains rules, a set of formulas, and a
collection of statistics, all for the purpose of
playing an intricate
game involving
individual men, tanks, guns, and airplanes.
Dunnigan says that Modern War in
Miniature gave him a lot of material that
could be worked into one of the essential
aspects of the game as it was developing in
his mind - the time and motion study implied
in the definition of individual missions. The
Combat in Cities Report is a 438-page
hodgepodge published in two paper-bound
volumes which, for some reason, are called
three volumes. The parts of the Report which
are pertinent to the creation of Sniper! are
"Annex to Volume II: Small Unit Tactics
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and Techniques", "Combat in Built-Up
Areas Handbook", which is included as an
appendix, and "Annex T: Weapons Effects
and Techniques of Employment", which
includes an 18-page section of historical
narratives describing city fighting from 1944
to 1968, and many sections dealing with
infantry weapons available in the 1970's.
After reading these two works, I believe that
their contribution to the design of Sniper!
was more inspirational than instructive. I can
see that Modern War in Miniature might
have contributed to the drawing up of the
Basic Attack Strength Table, and the Handto-Hand Combat Results Table. The figure
for basic Movement Allowance for movement
while prone and for the ranges of hand
grenades might have come from there. But
there is little other correspondence between
the two games. Korn's game is immensely
detailed, but he treats movement casually,
while Dunnigan's movement system is very
detailed. On the other hand, Korn's system
for small arms fire is detailed (he keeps track
of each individual bullet fired) while
Dunnigan's is generalized. Korn's includes a
section on the "Statistical Analysis of Fear",
but if this had anything to do with the origin
of Dunnigan's "Panic Rule", it was only
suggestive.
The Combat in Cities Report deals with the
subject as a real life possibility and thus as a
much more complex phenomenon than it
appears to be in the game. It gives me a good
idea of how simplified Sniper! is and how I
would change it to make it more realistic. It
also contains a lot of information that could
be used to adapt Sniper! to a set of 196O's1970's scenarios. But the book doesn't help
explain much about how Sniper! was
designed.
So, if we are going to explain the development of Sniper! we will have to go to what the
designer can remember and to the few
documents that are available. Now, no one
will accuse Jim Dunnigan of being shy and
inarticulate, but when he is asked how he
arrived at the new ideas in Sniper! he denies
that it can be explained and uses vague and
abstract phrases. "It came to me in a flash.
You know, everything just sort of fell
together. I'd been thinking about it for years
- you know, some of the various problems,
especially the time and motion problem for
that scale." And, finally, "there it was."
The documents are only a little more helpful.
The first version of Sniper! was quite simple.
There were no grenades, automatic rifles or
other weapons - just rifles, machine pistols,
and machine guns. Play-testing began with a
rules outline - a turn events chart, combat
results tables and other charts. Automatic
rifles were added. Then other things. After
some playtesting, the first draft of the rules
was drawn up and duplicated for more
playtesting.

This first draft reveals a game that is already
fully formed in its asi< oudine. It is already
a simultaneous
e. The
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rules list eight "operations- ,
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fire, opportunity
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position, reloading, readying a
throwing
a grenade,
rearming.
The
published rules, for comparison, contain
seventeen possible individual missions.
Hand-to-hand combat is not listed as a
possible "operation" although it is included
in another part of the first draft rules. Except
for a few items, the rules in this version are
the same as those in sections 1.0 to 21.1 in
the published version of the game, but the
earlier rules are underdeveloped. In the
published rules, for example, section 9.0,
Vertical Movement, is dealt with in about
500 words of legalistic prose. In the first
draft, the same rules are written informally
in about 150 words.
Generally, the first draft rules were never
changed. Instead, they were added to. But
there are some small exceptions. In the first
draft, all men who throw grenades are
revealed, basements have interior walls, and
men who are stunned by a grenade blast are
much worse off than in the final rules: "They
may not do anything in the following
Game-Turn". There are two minor rules
which do not appear in the final rules which I
suspect may have been simply lost rather
than consciously changed: men may not fire
into a building from the outside through an
aperture adjacent to the firer, and prone men
may not fire through windows. There is
another rule typed in the first draft (or maybe
in an early addition to the first draft) which
calls for the identification of a leader piece:
"the Player must write down the number of
his leader piece. This piece represents him. If
this piece does not get off the board alive, the
Player cannot win." Apparently, this rule,
which was a legacy of Grunt, was not used
very long.
After the first draft was issued to the
play-testers, changes came one or two at a
time. One of the earliest was the addition of
quick fire and quick throw, first called
the "shoot and scoot" rule, and the allowable
"operations" were increased to ten with the
addition of "preparing for shoot and scoot"
and "shooting and scooting". The other
important addition to the basic structure of
the game were the "panic" and the
"self-preservation" rules. The first "preservation" rule applied only to the patrol
scenarios and required only that a single chit
be drawn for a man in a turn, no matter how
many times he was hit. Panic was first called
"scattering" and was used with three
different "training levels", roughly equivalent to panic levels 2, 4 and 6 in the final
version. I asked Dunnigan what "panic" was
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ambushing. This was changed in the final
version to one squad being ambushed
(usually) and half a squad ambushing.
Finally, the cordon scenarios were introduced, after the rest of the rules were already
in their final form.
The first draft of the formal rules was
handwritten, then typed and duplicated. I
am uncertain if this copy was used for further
playtesting or not. It was given to at least one
person who wrote four pages of comments
and corrections, which happened to survive
to be included in the file. The commentator
had been a playtester and complained
occasionally that the rules were different
from those he had playtested. For example,
the panic rule had been used as usual in the
hidden movement games he had played. He
also complained at one point, "Must we put
jokes in the rules?" The offending joke was
removed. It was a rather poor thing anyway.
Most of his comments were on matters of
careless or contradictory wording of the
rules. The rules were changed to meet the
objections.
supposed to simulate since it didn't conform
very well to my idea of panic in battle. Real
panic, I think, arises out of circumstances
like being fired on, and, when it strikes, it is
not recovered from very easily. Dunnigan's
reply removed the rule even further from my
idea of panic. He said that the rule was
developed because there would be a certain
percentage of men, depending on a unit's
training, who would not be doing what they
were supposed to be doing at any given time.
Since these people are most often confused or
slow rather than panic-stricken, I observed
that maybe the rule was misnamed.
Dunnigan shrugged and said that the name
panic had gotten attached to the rule
sometime in the playtesting "and it stuck".
Most of the new rules introduced during the
playtesting phase were the result of bringing
in new weapons. Rifle grenades, satchel
charges, tanks, rocket launchers, trucks,
armored personnel carriers, and flame
throwers were introduced, not necessarily in
that order. Then came the final rules: sniper
fire, hidden movement and supersoldier. The
last rule was originally named after a noted
comic book hero: "The Sgt. Rock Rules
simulate the legendary courage and skill of
the Immortal Sgt. Rock," says the first draft.
When all the new playtesting rules were
adopted, the original, much simpler, game
was still there but staggering a little under
the burden of many additions. Dunnigan
seems to be of two minds on the subject of
the changes, "We added too much stuff to
it," he complained
once, and then,
immediately after, "Well, perhaps not too
much". The game, after all, is popular.
Anyway, he was glad that he had resisted
putting in any of the numerous other
complications that cound easily have been
included.
The scenarios of Sniper! developed more
slowlythan the rules. The patrol scenario was
first, but much of the playtesting was done

with a version that was not published. In this
version, each player's patrol is made up by
secretly rolling a die or drawing a chit and
checking this chart:
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The hero of this phase of the playtesting was
Angel Gomez. Everyone else was dismayed
when they rolled a 5 or 6 and got so few
automatic
weapons, but Gomez was
delighted.' He perfected legendary grenade
tactics that almost always brought him
victory. "Legendary" means "lost" as it often
does, since nobody took any notes on
successful tactics at that time.
Another scenario that was never published
was the "disabled tank scenario", a modification of a patrol action. One side came on
the north edge with 7 MP's, 1 tank, and 4
dummies. The other side had 1 RL, 1 MG, 4
MP's, 5 R's, and 8 dummies. The first side
had to get the tank off the south edge. The
other side had to stop it. The Sniper! file also
contains references to a delaying action
scenario which pitted three squads "w/demoralization" against one squad, and to an
outpost raid scenario which would be
conducted at night, but no rules are written
down for these scenarios.
After the variable patrol scenarios, the
historical scenarios were devised, with patrol
and block clearing variations. Then the
ambush scenarios were introduced along
with new rules for trucks and armored
personnel carriers. The first ambush
scenarios had three squads in trucks getting
ambushed and one whole squad doing the

Other changes were made in the draft rules
that did not arise from the criticism of the
unknown commentator. "Sgt. Rock" was
changed to "Supersoldier", a measure taken,
I imagine, to avoid legal difficulties. (Around
here, the same rule is known as the "John
Wayne rule".) The title of section 7.7:
"Exposing Yourself" was changed to "SelfExposure by Sighting", probably for the
obvious reason (also deleted was the phrase,
"erect men may expose themselves"). The
section itself was completely rewritten in an
attempt to make it more foolproof. One of
the last changes was in the title of the
scenario: Scenario 16, which had been called
"Warsaw Ghetto, 1943" was changed to
"Warsaw, 1944", without making any other
change in the scenario.
While the rules were evolving, the map was
also evolving, but at a much slower pace. The
original map was much the same as the final
map, but the sides of the buildings were
square, like buildings are supposed to be.
After wrestling with the anomalies of moving
on this map for a short time, the Art Director
altered the buildings to conform to the
hexagon grid, which makes them look
foolish, but helps the game a lot. The other
main change on the map was the sudden
disappearance of the river. Because of the
"House-to-house
fighting continues in
Stalingrad ...•. idea, Dunnigan had originally
put a river along one side. At one point,
Redmond Simonsen argued that, if there was
going to be a river, there ought to be some
rules about it. Rather than put more rules in,
they yanked the river out. The original map
also contained debris which was eliminated
for the sake of simplicity. Dunnigan designed
the buildings out of his general impressions
of turn-of-the-century New York buildings
which he likes to walk around and look at.
He assumed that buildings in large parts of
most European cities would be like those in
New York. The problem of the third
dimension was handled in three ways on the
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various maps. At first, the staircases were
numbered 1, 2, or 3 to show the number of
above-ground floors. Later, the walls of the
buildings were color coded. Finally, on the
published map, the walls were made
different widths with the number of windows
reflecting the number of floors.
RIFLEMAN
Normal

Wounded

Incapacitated

Killed

UJ[f]~~
The counters also went through some
-changes. The first counter sets showed on the
face of the counter whether a man was prone
or standing. So each individual rifleman was
represented byany of six counters which said
R, Rp (prone), R p/w (prone/wounded), Rw
(wounded), Riw (incapacitating wound or
incapacitated), and Rk (killed). At the same
time, a tank or armored personnel carrier
was represented by six normal counters
which had to be pushed around carefully to
avoid an unplanned dispersion of the tank.
The tank, as in the published game, also had
a turret counter. _In the published game, the
number of counters for each individual was
reduced to four by the invention of a separate
"prone" marker, while the bodies of the
tanks, APC's and trucks were done on
separate sheets.

RULES
Sniper! was a new kind of game for SPI and
it is unlike most other board wargames. It
had two predecessors, Move Out (ADA) and
PBI (TMI), but these are simpler games with
sketchy rules. So it is not surprising that
there are some difficulties in the Sniper!
rules. In this section, I will try to explain the
difficulties encountered by myself and the
members of the Kansas State College
Historical Games Club interpreting the rules,
along with the interpretations of the rules,
and improvised rules that we adopted. Our
first care was to play the game as much as
possible as it is written, so that we resisted
the tendency, which appeared very early in
our play, to try to repair some of the defects
of the game itself and held ourselves to
merely interpreting ambiguities and filling in
obvious holes. But I will touch on the other
fascinating subject later in this article.
There is some question about what
constitutes "movement". A definition of this
word is important because of the provision,
for face-up men, that men who had movedcan re-face at the end of the turn. Also, it is
important because a moving man has an
increased defensive value. The problems are
two: first, is falling prone considered
movement? It is for defensive purposes, but
is it for refacing? The other question is, are
preparing quick throw, quick fire, or a
satchel charge, or exchanging weapons,
movement? The question seems senseless,
but paragraph 22.21 defines all of these as
movement. So we have ruled that the only
kind of movement that aids the defense, is
movement that results in a change of hexes

or falling prone. The re-facing privilege can
be enjoyed, however, only by men who
change their locations, not by men who
simply fall prone. Paragraph 22.21, we
decided, was beside the point.
When you count hexes to find the blast
radius of a grenade, how do you count
height? A number of arguments raged over
this, but we finally agreed to count each
height level as 5 for grenades that land
outdoors. Thus, a grenade bursting on the
ground cannot harm anyone on the second
floor of a building unless the grenade
explodes right underneath him. The rule for
indoors seems clear. A stairwell burst goes up
and down the stairwell and out all apertures.
Any other burst is confined to one floor.
Some of the players here argued that a prone
man should not be able to sight through a
window. As I mentioned before, there was a
rule to this effect in early versions of the
rules, but not in the published rules. We
disallowed it.
We took one liberty with the rules almost at
once for the man sighting around a corner.
In the rules there was no such thing, but it
seemed unreasonable to force a man to walk
around a corner in order to see what was
there. So we use a modified aperture rule for
a man on an outside corner of a building. An
outside corner does not count for steadying a
machine gun or for protection from blast,
but it does allow a man to sight without
moving himself out and it consequently gives
him the "2" protection value against fire,
unless the firer can see his real position.
The last paragraph of the rules (38.34)
contradicts
rules previously given for
sighting. We followed the earlier rules as the
more firmly established.
The rules do not say that a quick throw or
quick fire execution must come immediately
after the preparation, but we thought that
this was implied. So, if a man engages in
preparation for quick throw or quick fire,
and then does something else in the next
Game-Turn, his preparation lapses.
Here is a situation that happens quite often
in panicky games. A man is announced as
exposing himself by sighting (for the purpose
of executing direct fire). Then the orders are
written out and an enemy man is plotted to
fire at him. Then the first man panics, but
the enemy does not. Now, some have argued
that this panic cancels the exposure since
everything is supposed to be simultaneous
and the man, therefore, is hugging the floor.
So the man who fired can'tfire at all since he
doesn't have the target he thought he had
and he has wasted a Game-Turn. Others
argue that the man has exposed himself and
should be shot at, although he is now
presumably a moving target since he is
falling prone. So far, we have gone with the
cancellation theory, which is easier on the
panicky side, but both arguments make
sense.
The grenade blast table gives no result for a
roll of seven or eight, which are possible in

the case of a man hiding behind an aperture.
I assumed originally that a seven or eight was
a no effect, but now that I've read the draft
rules, I think that the correct interpretation
might be that seven or eight mean
"stunned".
What happens to the smoke when a smoke
grenade and a fragmentation grenade go off
next to each other on the same turn?
Paragraph 17.59 reads, "A Fragmentation
Grenade explosion causes all smoke within a
radius of three hexes of its landing hex to be
eliminated". Since the smoke grenade in this
case hasn't yet released any smoke, we
allowed it to do so normally.
Paragraph 19.17 suggests the possibility of
an impossible situation by suggesting that
there can be two men from each side in a
single hex. Earlier rules state that only three
men from both sides together can occupy a
single hex.
Paragraph 22.24 says that panicked men
drop prone "if there have been fire attacks
assigned for a given game-Turn". We
assumed that this means direct fire, grenade
explosions, or triggered opportunity fire.
Another minor point was decided when we
ruled that a man could not return to the map
after leaving it.
There is a contradiction between the
"general rule" for satchel charges and the
"procedure". The general rule implies that
the player has to have the satchel charge
marker on the map from the beginning of the
scenario. The procedure implies that the
satchel charge does not have to be any
particular place until after it is prepared.
Obviously, it is a much more flexible weapon
if it can materialize anywhere when needed
than if it has to be carried to where it is
needed. We go with the more reasonable
general rule.
Is the defensive value of a man in a moving
vehicle multiplied for movement? We
assume that it is, so that a man seated in a
moving truck has a defensive value of 2
(aperture value) times 4 (movement value) =
8. There are other problems with vehicles
that we solve with the following rules: A
wounded man may drive an APC or a truck.
The defense multiple of a seated man is one.
The man using the machine gun in an APC
has his personal weapon slung so that he
must be marked with an unarmed marker,
which is removed in a normal way.
Then there are two problems in connection
with incapacitated or killed drivers of
vehicles: First, an incapacitated or killed
man cannot move by himself and ordinarily
cannot be moved, except by two other people
who stack with the body. Therefore, since
there is no stacking in the cab of a vehicle, a
vehicle whose driver is killed or incapacitated
is permanently immobile. This seems a bit
unreasonable, so we allow a special operation
called move and push. The driver can be
displaced either into the other seat of the cab
or into the street by another man who moves
the driver one hex and moves himself into the
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cab in one full move. The active man must
start his move adjacent to the driver. The
driver can be moved either into the place
occupied by the pusher, or into any other
adjacent space except into the body of the
vehicle. The other problem is, what happens
when a driver is hit and killed or incapacitated part way through his move by
opportunity fire? We have the vehicle stop on
that space, since it is travelling very slow and
is not likely to go out of control.
Tank movement is something of a puzzle.
The main question is, does a tank have to
pivot if it moves in the right front hex or the
left front hex instead of the single hex that is
straight ahead? We ruled that it does have to
pivot, which means that if a tank is going
along hugging a wall, it cannot pull away
from the wa:11.
In the rules for the patrol scenarios, the last
sentence of paragraph 32.25, which allows
height changes to be plotted before contact,
is directly contradicted by the misnumbered
paragraph, 31.27 (which should be 32.27).
We went with the latter paragraph because
pre-game plots that are very complicated
delay the start of the game unmercifully and
are hardly ever played out anyway.
The "procedure" for flamethrowers (30.0)
says that a flamethrower man is exchanged
for any other man in the user's order of
battle. The rules for block clearing, the only
kind of scenario in which flamethrowers are
used, say that the attacker can use a
flamethrower man in addition to his regular
order of battle. We use the latter rule since
the flamethrower is a fairly useless weapon
anyway.
The rules for the ambush scenarios do not
say how the about-to-be-ambushed player is
to move his men on the board. They do not
say how far apart the vehicles can be,
whether or not they can drive abreast,
whether all or any of the men have to be in
the vehicles, or how fast they can move.
Allowing freedom in these matters can
destroy the whole idea of an ambush. Here
are the local rules: The men entering the
map must all be in the two vehicles in -any
proportion desired, except that each vehicle
must have at least one man as a driver. The
vehicles must drive single file at any speed up
to 10 hexes a turn. They may not drive any
further than one vehicle length apart.
There is another problem with the ambush.
The ambushing player is given a half-squad
while the other player has a full squad and
three different routes to choose from. So the
ambushing player has three options: he can
set up to cover all three routes with a 100%
chance of springing the ambush but only a
minute chance of winning the game; or, he
can set up to cover two of the routes with a
two out of three chance of catching the
enemy, but a poor chance of winning; or, he
can set up to cover one route with only a one
out of three chance of catching anyone, a
very good chance of winning if he does the
catching, and an even better chance that he
will have wasted his time completely. This

routine seems a lot of trouble to go through,
so we have the entering player pick his route,
which a scout betrays to the ambushers, who
then have only five minutes to set up their
ambush before the game starts.

TACTICS
Sniper! has been played a great deal by the
members of the Kansas State College Historical Games Club. We certainly have not
exhausted its possibilities, but we have
discovered some of them. And I have come to
a few comclusions which I will now commit
to paper.
The first thing to remember when playing
Sniper! is that there is no time limit to the
game. It is hard to get used to that because
wargames usually have very restrictive time
limits. This open-ended quality means that a
player never has to do something carelessly
merely because time is running out; he can
wait until he is able to do it well. This caution
applies particularly to the attacker in the
block clearing scenarios. In scenario one, for
example, with the Russians having a
preservation level of 30 and the Germans, a
preservation level of 10, the Germans have to
inflict more than three Russian casualties for
each one they suffer, and, if their first
preservation draw is a six, they are taking a
big chance if they allow themselves even one
more casualty. In these circumstances, they
must sit back for a while and allow the tank
to pulverize the enemy block, before the
infantry starts moving in very, very
cautiously.
A second general comment concerns unity. It
is usually desirable, I think, for a player to
keep his squad together, or at least to think
things over before separating his men. If one
part of a squad is in one block and the other
part is in another, and the street between is
covered by an enemy machine gun, then the
squad can be defeated in detail, or at least
prevented from accomplishing anything as a
unit. Of course, this is not an iron-bound
rule, but only something that should be
considered. It is especially important to think
of in patrol scenarios, when the two players'
forces have just come face to face and it is
time to write the plots that will send everyone
scurrying for cover.
I have noticed that many players have a
special fondness for heights, especially for
rooftops. I fail to see the attraction of these
places most of the time. The only advantage
in heights in most scenarios is that a position
on the third floor or the roof of a three story
building might allow a man to get off an
unusual shot across some lower roofs at a
careless enemy who thought he was shielded.
But the disadvantages of high positions are
important and ought to be thought of before
occupying one. A man above the first floor is
immobile compared to a man who stays close
to the ground. If a position becomes
untenable, it nevertheless has to be held for
one extra Game-Turn for each height level
that the top man in the building has to
descend. And every turn a man spends

ascending or descending is a turn he cannot
be doing something else. Of course, none of
these warnings against heights apply to
ambush scenarios when the enemy is going to
appear in APC's. Then all men should be in
second-floor positions so as to get as many
enemy men as possible before they can
deploy.
The grenade is possibly the most important
weapon in the game, because it is the only
weapon that allows a man to get at an enemy
that he cannot see and, consequently, the
only weapon that allows him to get an enemy
without allowing the enemy to sight him and
shoot back. But it is also a treacherous
weapon, for it is the only one that can hurt
the man who uses it as well as the enemy. So
always make sure that there is enough
distance between your man and his aiming
point so that he will not be caught in the
blast of his own grenade. Apparently this
caution is an easy thing to forget or it is just
not obvious to everyone, because I've seen
many men get wounded by their own
grenades. It is especially important in
throwing at a window or door that the throw
be made from at least eight hexes, so that if
the grenade lands outside the aperture, the
blast will not harm the thrower. Another
reason that some distance might be
important in throwing a grenade is that there
should be no possibility that any enemy man
could rush the thrower while he is unarmed.
Tactics should always be chosen in the light
of friendly and enemy preservation levels,
numbers and, when the rule is used, panic
levels. In Sniper!, situations abound in which
it is possible to get a whack at the enemy only
by giving him a chance to get a whack at you.
The side with the higher preservation level
should seek to create and use those kinds of
situations. If the enemy meets you head on,
you can, luck being equal, afford to trade
him casualty for casualty. If he does not play
that particular game with you - it is likely
that he will simply keep the head's of his men
down until he thinks of another tactic - you
can use your ability to stick your head out
freely to do things, like throwing smoke or
fragmentation grenades, to cover a rush or to
blast him (eventually) out of his positions.
Similarly, if your panic level is two or more
steps lower than the enemy's, and your
preservation level is near his and not in
danger, you are freer to stick the heads of
your men out than he is, because his men will
misfire more often and he will probably
suffer more casualties in a stand up fire fight
than you will.
The various kinds of scenarios each have
their own lessons and tactics. In the patrol
scenarios, the preliminary phase usually ends
with two opposing soldiers facing each other
in the open, and the question for each of
them is whether to shoot or run, especially if,
as frequently is the case, the distance
between them is less than 10 hexes. Let us
assume that both are riflemen and neither
panics. Both will be killed, which is good only
if you can profit from even trades. If one
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panics, and falls prone, he will have a 50%
chance of getting wounded. The other man
will be unhurt. But both will still be out in
the open in the next turn, with the other men
on both sides now firing from protected
positions. It may be better to make your man
run to cover. Then, if the other man fires,
your man, at 21 to 4 odds, will have a SO-SO
chance of escaping and the same chance of
being wounded. Just make sure that his place
of refuge is five or less Movement Points
away, in case he gets wounded. Then, on the
next turn, the enemy man will still be out in
the street, exposed to the fire of all your men
in covered positions.
The' first concern for the attacker in the
block clearing scenarios, where the defender
has one or two rocket launchers, is to bring
the tank into action without taking a big
chance of it getting hit. So, the tank ought to
enter the action from the longest possible
distance, with the hull pointing toward the
enemy occupied building, and covered by
every available weapon. Then, the tank is
aided by a quirk in the rules that is essential
for its safety. The enemy player must
announce if anyone is sighting before the
attacker has to write his moves down. So, if
any enemy soldier with a rocket launcher
sticks his head out, the tank can be ordered
to move, and everyone else ordered to fire. If
it is a very long shot for the enemy, his RL
men will probably not appear, and the tank
can proceed to make a section of the enemyheld block untenable for him. Eventually,
however, the tank will have to move in closer
to get at parts of the block that are shielded
by other buildings. Then the RL men will
probably try their luck, and get a 50% chance
of hitting 'the moving tank. Then luck
determines the result, but the chances favor
'the tank, and, if the tank is adequately
covered, the RL man should be killed every
time.
After the drama between the tank and the
RL men has been played out and the RL men
have been killed or have shot their rockets or
both, and the tank has survived, or has
been immobilized, the attacker will continue
the attack. If the tank has been destroyed,
the game is probably over because the
attacker has exceeded his preservation level.
If, as is likely, the tank is still mobile, it can
continue. to blast the outside rooms of the
enemy-held block. Every building that the
tank wins must be occupied by the infantry
to prevent the enemy from reoccupying it
when the tank moves to another position.
Eventually, most of the remaining enemy
force will probably end up in the basements,
or (especially if he started without rocket
launchers) he may even start the game with
most or all his men in the basements. The
thing to do with a group of enemy machine
pistol men holed up in a basement is to put a
man adjacent to the stairwell on the first
floor and have him put one grenade after
another into the stairwell. Since basements
have no interior walls, the blast will affect all
spaces in the basement up to six hexes from
the stairwell. Only a few buildings have

basements large enough for their defenders
to get out of the way. So each grenade thrown
into the stairwell will have a 50% chance of
wounding or incapacitating each man in the
basement and only a one out of six chance of
wounding the man who threw it. Of course,
there should be a couple of machine
pistolmen or machine gunners standing
around in case the men in the basement
decide to come up again. If the basement is
large and the men in it are out of range of the
stairway but still able to cover it with their
fire, the satchel charge can be deposited
directly over their heads, taking care of some
defenders at once and making a hole to allow
grenades to be dropped into the previously
safe part of the basement.
However, if the basement is occupied by men
with rifles, AR's, or machine guns, it
presents a much more difficult problem,
particularly in scenarios like the first, where
the defender has a much larger preservation
level. Then the men in the basement can
shoot through the ceiling at the grenade
throwers with the odds in their favor. If a
group of men can get to the second or a
higher floor, they can start tossing grenades
into the stairwell from there without
suffering from fire through the ceiling.
Perhaps, some men could run through the
building, and up the stairway to the second
floor, without suffering very much from fire
through the basement ceiling, but this dash
is unlikely to work, because the defender will
probably have the stairway covered with an
automatic weapon on the basement level of
the stairwell. Perhaps entry can be gained by
going into an adjacent building and either
crossing the roofs or blasting through a
second floor wall with the satchel charge. If
that way is unavailable, perhaps the attacker
can get a smoke grenade into the stairwell,
which will prevent the man covering the
stairway from firing and allow some
attackers to get upstairs. In all, getting
properly armed men out of basements is very
difficult, and is unlikely to be done without
taking casualties. So, if the defender has a
much larger preservation level, he will
probably win.
Setting up an ambush is the most interesting
problem in the ambush scenarios. If the
enemy is coming on in half-tracks, all
ambushers should be on the second floor. If
the enemy is coming on in trucks, then the
first floor is better. Opportunity fire ought to
be set up to make sure of killing or
. incapacitating the driver of the first vehicle.
The driver of the second- vehicle must be
accounted for in. the next fire phase to
prevent him from backing out of the fight.
The rocket launcher, if available, should fire
at the first vehicle after it has been halted by
putting the driver out of action. All buildings
adjacent to the scene of the ambush should
be occupied. so that the remnants of the
enemy's squad will not be able to find a safe
place to hide. Every eligible man should be
sighted as a sniper to form a line of sniper
covered hexes in the street. The fire of the
snipers can be triggered at the same time as
the lead vehicle is stopped and can be used to

pick off the machine gunner in a half-track
or to drop a rifle grenade into the vehicle or
both.
Cordoning scenarios have not generated any
tactics that can be generalized very easily. So
I will content myself with one comment. If a
player wants to cross a street covered by an
automatic weapon without the benefit of
smoke, which the cordoned player has to do,
it is better to cross with all men at once
rather than with one man at a time. That is
obvious, but sometimes the obvious has to be
said.

CRITIQUE
It is easy to make a rather long list of the
things that Jim Dunnigan left out of Sniper!
in order to make it a more manageable game.
The area of the game map is strangely intact
for a city that is being fought over. The
buildings are all in one piece, the streets are
uncratered, and there is no rubble anywhere.
But there are also things which contrarily
suggest a heavily damaged city. There is no
glass in the windows, there are no doors in
the doorways, there is no furniture in the
rooms. And it is impossible for the defenders
of the city, even in the block clearing
scenario, to improve their positions. No one
can board up the windows, barricade the
streets, use sandbags to bolster fire positions.
There are no pill boxes, mines, booby traps,
barbed wire. There are many kinds of
weapons missing: artillery, mortars, reloadable rocket launchers, heavy machine guns,
etcetera. The buildings are strangely
designed. They all have flat roofs, they
don't have chimneys or roof vents, they don't
have outside stairways, or windows in the
basements (how does anyone see anything
down there anyway?), and the stairways are
built in some unimaginable way that
prevents a person from taking cover when
fired on from below or above. There are also
no differences among different weapons of
the same general type. There is no difference
between one or another kind of rifle,
machine gun, rocket launcher, or tank, as
used by the soldiers of different nations. The
list of simplifications could be made even
longer with a little more work. In any case, I
have little quarrel with the decisions to leave
out the things I have mentioned. I believe
that simplicity in a game is worth
considerable sacrifices.
However, there are also aspects of the game
that I have to question because I believe they
distort reality needlessly, without contributing to the simplicity of the game. One
problem I had playing the game was
adjusting to the rules for sighting through an
aperture. Instead of requiring a man who is
firing from a semi-protected position to lean
way out of an aperture in order to see what is
going on, why not just give him a 120- field
of fire and count his range from the hex that
he is actually standing in? If he still wants to
lean out, he should be allowed to do so only
at the cost of losing some of his protection.

..

Another problem concerns rocket launchers.
These weapons are simple tubes and when
they are fired and the rocket starts on its way,
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a searing blast of flame comes out of the rear
end of the tube. This characteristic makes it
very unwise, in most cases, to fire the weapon
inside a building. A new rule forbidding such
a shot will come as bad news to the men
trying to resist a block clearing operation,
but should not be rejected simply on that
account.
There is one kind of ambiguity on the map
that causes a lot of trouble. Most of the
windows and doors are located on the point
of an interior hex, and when they are so
located,
the meanings
of all the rules
governing apertures is clear. But occasionally
an aperture is located on the side of a hex or
at the juncture of two interior hexes, and this
unusual placement raises problems of rules
interpretation
that could have easily been
avoided.
The biggest problems I have in accepting the
game have to do with grenades. My first
reaction to the grenades rules - a reaction
based on not much more than reading the
rules - was to wonder why grenades were so
harmless, compared to other weapons. So I
put the question to Jim Dunnigan, and he
replied, "Hand grenades are not what most
people think they are. Most people get their
impressions from movies, where a grenade is,
of course, not a grenade. It is a pyrotechnical
concoction of the special effects department,
and in fact, what you see in moves or TV
shows going off like a grenade is more akin to
the explosion generated
by a 105 mm.
shel1.. .. a grenade
is really
a minor
explosion .... the chances of killing somebody
with a grenade are rather remote ... " Men
were killed with grenades, he added, but the
percentages were too small to fit comfortably
on a six number combat results table. I
accepted this statement
provisionally
and
turned to playing the game.
My second reaction to the grenade rule,
paradoxically, is to now wonder why they are
so powerful. The fact is that the rules for
grenades are contradictory. If a man is out in
the open, standing still, a grenade blast is
potentially less damaging than any kind of
fire. But a man who is hiding behind a
window or door hexside of an interior wall
and who is completely impervious to the fire
of rifles, machine pistols, automatic rifles,
and machine guns because he is not exposing
himself, can be wounded by a grenade which
explodes on the ground 12 meters away from
him. Furthermore,
if he does expose himself
in order to fire, he is just as vulnerable to the
grenade blast as if the grenade had landed at
his feet, although his defense against any
kind of fire is doubled. Even if the grenade
were supposed to be a more powerful weapon
that it is, this combination of rules would not
make much sense. I think it would be much
more reasonable to say that a man who is not
sighting,
and,
therefore,
not exposing
himself, is completely
protected
from a
grenade blast, while a man who is sighting
has two added to the die roll.
From the first time I played Sniper!, I have
had trouble grasping the concept of the
"stun" result from a grenade blast. After a

lot of thought, I have come to the conclusion
that there is something wrong with the rule,
not with my head. Let us review the
consequences
of a stun. The grenade
explodes in the "Combat Resolution Phase"
of the Game-Turn
and the stun marker is
placed.
(That it also explodes
in the
"Grenade
Execution
Segment"
has no
significance in the game - the laborious
definition of various "segments" in the rules
is a misleading way of furnishing the players
with checklists.)
The explosion
of the
grenade does not affect the victim, if he was
ordered to direct-fire,
throw grenade or
engage in hand-to-hand
combat in the turn
of the explosion. When the game goes to the
"Movement Execution Phase", the stun does
have an effect. The stunned man may not
stand up, reload, prepare anything, rearm, or
exchange weapons. He may move, but at only
half his normal speed, five movement points
if unhurt, two if wounded. If he has been
ordered to engage in opportunity fire and it is
triggered, it is only worth one-fourth its basic
value· it is cut in half for being opportunity
fire and cut in half again for the man being
stunned. Of course, it is cut to one-eighth
basic value if the man is wounded as well as
being stunned. Then, the next turn - the turn
after the explosion - starts. The man is still
stunned during the "Operations Plot Phase",
so he cannot be ordered to do any of the
things he could not do in the previous turn,
and, if he is ordered to move, he cannot be
ordered to expend more than half his
unstunned
movement points. Then, in the
"Stun Recuperation Phase", the man is back
to normal. What is peculiar about this train
of phases and events? During it, the man has
had his movement and ability to do miscellaneous other actions impaired twice, but he
hasn't suffered any loss of power to engage in
direct fire, to throw a grenade (if he had it in
his hand before the explosion), or to engage
in hand-to-hand
combat. So, if a man is
plotted to engage in direct fire in the turn of
the explosion, and plotted to do the same
thing next turn, he does so both times with
normal efficiency without even noticing that
meanwhile he has been stunned. This means
that if \a man stuns another man with a
grenade, the first man has not achieved any
important combat advantage over the second
man. I would provisionally change the rule to
reflect better
its original wording,
and
provide that every man in a grenade blast is
stunned, and that a stunned man can do
nothing in the movement resolution phase of
the turn of the explosion or in the combat
resolution phase of the following turn.
Many of my reflections on grenades emerged
out of my frustrating and ultimately fruitless
attempts to use the game, as written, to
mirror one small, but important, aspect of
reality. What is the most important
and
characteristic
use of grenades inhouse-tohouse fighting? A man who is attacking an
enemy-held room or is about to enter a room
of questionable status, will throw a grenade
into the room and, after it explodes, rush in
to take advantage
of the dazed if not
incapacitated
defenders. You will find this

tactic in every manual and personal account
of city or town fighting. But don't try it in a
game of Sniper!. The Defenders of the room
will still be able to use their opportunity fire
to cover the door, and a man entering a room
whose door is covered by a stunned but
unwounded rifleman will have a 50% chance
of being wounded.
Then,
in the next
Game- Turn,
the attacker
will still be
unarmed and helpless while the defender will
be able to use direct fire at full value. Even if
you use two men for the operation, with one
man throwing the grenade and the other
rushing in armed, the best you can hope for,
if the defender is not incapacitated
by the
grenade (by a die roll of one), is that the two
men in the room will kill each other in the
next turn. There is still another possibility:
the man throwing the grenade, using the rule
that allows him to drop a grenade through an
aperture
into the adjacent
hex without
exposing himself, might be wounded by
his own grenade on a roll of one.
Some of the rules repairs suggested above
will take care of parts of the room clearing
problem. But one more reform is needed, so
as to take care of the rearming problem. I
would not do away with rearming completely,
as some people have suggested.
It is
reasonable, I think, to require a man to use
both hands to prepare a grenade, that is, to
take is out of his belt of pocket, and to pull
the pin on an American grenade or free the
detonator of a German stick grenade, or
what have you. So preparing a grenade ought
to require that the man's fire weapon be
slung. But then, the man can pick up his
weapon in his left hand before throwing the
grenade,
and he can then be instantly
rearmed when he throws the grenade. So the
rule I would use to reflect this situation is
this: When a man prepares a grenade, mark
him with both an unarmed marker and a
grenade
ready
marker.
Then,
in any
subsequent turn, before or after he throws
the grenade, he can perform the rearm
operation, and the unarmed marker can be
removed. He still cannot actually use his fire
weapon until after he disposes of the
grenade.
Now, let's put all these suggestions together
to see how a classic room clearing operation
would work. The attacker moves to the hex
adjacent to the door of the room to be
cleared. Next turn, he prepares a grenade.
Next, he rearms. Then, he prepares for a
quick throw. Finally, he drops the grenade
into the next room without exposing himsel,
and enters the room, after the explosion, with
his weapon ready to shoot at any stunned
survivors, who will be unable to shoot back.
Of course, if you do introduce this set of
changes to your games, you will seldom
actually carry out such a maneuver, because
the enemy, unless he panics, will either
retreat from the room or counter-attack
before you complete your preparations.
So
the main influence of the rules would bez not
in their implementation,
but in the evasive
action that the players fake to avoid suffering
from them .••

